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I. INTRODUCTION
Entanglement is the distinguishing feature of quantum
systems 1,2 and is especially useful in using such systems
to process information 3,4. Despite its relevance this prop-
erty is not yet fully understood and different questions re-
main open 5. Among them a complete classification of en-
tangled states under adequately chosen criteria of
equivalence stands as a formidable task. Two of these criteria
appear as outstanding: namely the so-called local unitary
LU and stochastic local operations and classical communi-
cation SLOCC equivalences. The former is mathematically
expressed by the relation LU ⇔ =U1 ¯
UN  for unitary matrices Uk, whereas the latter is
mathematically translated as SLOCC ⇔ =F1
 ¯ FN  for nonsingular matrices Fk. Although these
entanglement equivalence definitions can be straightfor-
wardly generalized to include mixed states, we will restrict
ourselves to the pure state case. Furthermore, we will center
upon the identification of entanglement classes under the
second criterion.
The SLOCC equivalence also known as local filtering
operations was introduced in 6 and enjoys a clear physical
motivation: two multipartite pure states  and  are
equivalent under SLOCC if one can be obtained from the
other with non-null probability using only local operations
upon each subsystem and classical communication among
the different parties. In this manner, the complete classifica-
tion of entanglement for N=3 qubits can be derived; namely,
any genuinely entangled three-qubit systems is equivalent
either to the Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger GHZ state or to
the W state. The difficulties for more general cases—i.e. for
N4—was also pointed out in Ref. 6, where a nonenumer-
able set of entanglement classes would be required.
In this work, using our preceding inductive approach 7,
we give the complete classification of entanglement for N
=4 qubits. Although this was already apparently performed
in Ref. 8, we argue that their enumeration does not follow
the same philosophy as in the seminal paper by Dür et al.
6,9. In Sec. II, we recopile the preceding relevant results
which will be later used in Sec. III to obtain in detail all
entanglement classes under SLOCC. Our concluding
remarks are presented in Sec. IV.
II. REVIEW OF THE INDUCTIVE METHOD
The forthcoming entanglement classification for N qubits
is based on the inductive approach which the present authors
introduced in Ref. 7 and in some auxiliary results which
were proved therein. The main idea of this approach was to
establish a classification of the right singular subspace of the
coefficient matrix of each pure state  expressed in an ad-
equate product basis typically the canonical—
computational—basis. This classification must be carried
out according to the entanglement classes for N−1 qubits
hence the term inductive. Consequently, knowing in ad-
vance that there are only two entanglement classes for two
qubits—namely, the product class 00 and the entanglement
class —the right singular subspace W of the coefficient
matrix of the state of any three-qubit system results to be of
six possible types: i.e. two one-dimensional subspaces
W=span	 and W=span	 driving us to the degen-
erate classes 000 and 0123, respectively; two two-
dimensional product subspaces W=  C2 and W=C2
 , driving us to the degenerate classes 0213 and 0312,
respectively; and, finally, another two two-dimensional
classes W=span00,00	 and W=span00,	, driving us to
the well-known GHZ and W genuine entanglement classes.
Let us recall thatW=span00,	 stands for the fact that the
subspaceW contains up to normalization only one product
vector i.e., only one of type 00. This will sometimes be also
expressed as W=span , 	. This convention will be
profusely followed in the next section. We will employ these
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six tripartite entanglement classes to find those of N=4 qu-
bits.
Moreover, in the proof, we will make use of the following
results, already proved in 7.
Proposition 1. Let W be a two-dimensional subspace in
C2 C2. Then W=span , 	 if, and only if,
W=span , ¯+ ¯	, where the overbar denotes lin-
ear independence.
Let us also recall that only two options are left for the
structure of any two-dimensional subspace 10—namely,
W=span00,00	 andW=span00,	, where the above con-
vention has been used. Complementarily, the following cri-
terion to discern whether a given tripartite pure state belongs
to any of the six entanglement classes will be also necessary.
We previously needed the following definition.
Definition 1. Let
C1 
 C123 = c111 c112 c121 c122
c211 c212 c221 c222
 , 1a
C2 
 C213 = c111 c112 c211 c212
c121 c122 c221 c222
 , 1b
and
C3 
 C312 = c111 c121 c211 c221
c112 c122 c212 c222
 1c
be the coefficient matrices of the partitions 1 23, 2 13, and
3 12, respectively, of the tripartite pure state
=ijk cijk  i−1 j−1 k−1. We will define the matri-
ces W1 and W2 as
W1 = c111 c112
c121 c122
, W2 = c211 c212
c221 c222
 . 2
With these definitions and remembering that the spectrum
of a matrix A is denoted as A, in 7 we proved the fol-
lowing.
Theorem 1. Let  denote the pure state of a tripartite
system and Ci its coefficient matrix according to the parti-
tion i  jk. Then,
1  belongs to the 000 class if, and only if,
rCi=1 for all i=1,2 ,3.
2  belongs to the 0123 class if, and only if,
rC1=1 and rCk=2 for k=2,3.
3  belongs to the 0213 class if, and only if,
rC2=1 and rCk=2 for k=1,3.
4  belongs to the 0312 class if, and only if,
rC3=1 and rCk=2 for k=1,2.
5  belongs to the GHZ class if, and only if, one of
the following situations occurs:
i rCi=2 for all i=1,2 ,3 and rW1=rW2=1.
ii rCi=2 for all i=1,2 ,3, rWj=2, rWk=1,
and Wj
−1Wk is nondegenerate.
iii rCi=2 for all i=1,2 ,3, rW1=2, rW2=2,
and W1
−1W2 is nondegenerate.
6  belongs to the W class if, and only if, one of the
following situations occurs:
i rCi=2 for all i=1,2 ,3, rWj=2, rWk=1,
and Wj
−1Wk is degenerate.
ii rCi=2 for all i=1,2 ,3, rW1=2, rW2=2,
and W1
−1W2 is degenerate.
III. FOUR-QUBIT CLASSIFICATION
The classification inductive procedure for N=4 qubits is
long, although systematic. We will first detect the degenerate
classes, which furthermore are predictable in advance: 0000,
0i10i2i3i4, 0i1 GHZ, 0i1W, and i1i2i3i4, with ik=1,2 ,3 ,4.
Then, we will work out the genuine classes. The classifica-
tion is performed according to the structure of the right
singular subspace of the coefficient matrix of the
four-partite pure states: W=spani , j	, where
i,j =000,0k ,GHZ,W.
A. Degenerate classes
As stated we will revise in turns each of the possible
structures of the right singular subspaceW of the coefficient
matrix. Remember that now WC2 C2 C2.
1 W=span000	. In this case, we can write
W=span	. Mimicking the same arguments as in 7
see also below for the genuine classes, we obtain the ca-
nonical vector 0000, corresponding to the degenerate class
0000.
2 W=span0123	. This drives us to the canonical
vector 0000+ 0011, corresponding to the degenerate class
010234.
3 W=span0213	. This drives us to the canonical
vector 0000+ 0101, corresponding to the degenerate class
010324.
4 W=span0312	. This drives us to the canonical vec-
tor 0000+ 0110, corresponding to the degenerate class
010423.
5W=spanGHZ	. This drives us to the canonical vector
0000+ 0111, corresponding to the degenerate class
01 GHZ.
6 W=spanW	. This drives us to the canonical vector
0001+ 0010+ 0100, corresponding to the degenerate
class 01W.
7 W=span000,000	. When W=  C2, we obtain
the canonical vector 0000+ 1001, corresponding to the
degenerate class 020314.
8 W=span000,000	. When W=  C2 , we ob-
tain the canonical vector 0000+ 1010, corresponding to
the degenerate class 020413.
9 W=span000,000	. When W=C2 , we obtain
the canonical vector 0000+ 1100, corresponding to the de-
generate class 030412.
10 W=span000,000	. When W= 
 span , ¯¯ 	, we obtain the canonical vector 0000
+ 1011, corresponding to the degenerate class 02 GHZ.
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11 W=span000,000	. When W=span , ¯¯ 	,
we obtain the canonical vector 0000+ 1101, correspond-
ing to the degenerate class 03 GHZ.
12 W=span000,000	. When W=span , ¯ ¯	,
we obtain the canonical vector 0000+ 1110, correspond-
ing to the degenerate class 04 GHZ.
13 W=span000,0123	. When W= 
 span11 , ¯2¯ 2	, we obtain the canonical vector
0001+ 0010+ 1000, corresponding to the degenerate
class 02W.
14 W=span000,0213	. When W
=span11 , 22+ ¯ 2¯ 2	, we obtain the canonical
vector 0001+ 0100+ 1000, corresponding to the degener-
ate class 03W.
15 W=span000,0312	. When W
=span11 , 22+ ¯ 2¯2	 , we obtain the canonical
vector 0010+ 0100+ 1000, corresponding to the degener-
ate class 04W.
16 W=span0113,0113	. When W=C2 span	,
we obtain the canonical vector 0000+ 0011+ 1100
+ 1111= 00+ 1100+ 11, corresponding to the de-
generate class 1234.
17 W=span0213,0213	. When W=span
+ ¯¯  , ¯+ ¯ ¯¯ 	, we obtain the canonical vector
0000+ 0101+ 1010+ 1111= 00+ 111300+ 1124,
corresponding to the degenerate class 1324.
18W=span0313,0313	. WhenW=  C2, we ob-
tain the canonical vector 0000+ 0110+ 1001+ 1111
= 00+ 111400+ 1123, corresponding to the degener-
ate class 1423.
No further degenerate classes can be found within the rest
of possible structures for W. Notice how all of them can be
obtained from the first 6 and 16th cases by just permuting the
qubit indices. We have preferred to make use of a systematic
approach in order to illustrate its usage.
B. Genuine classes
In order to be exhaustive we must check out all possible
structures that the right singular subspaceW may have. An a
priori list is given by span000,000	, span000,0i1	,
span000,GHZ	, span000,W	, span0i1 ,0i2	,
span0i1 ,GHZ	, span0i1 ,W	, spanGHZ,GHZ	,
spanGHZ,W	, and spanW ,W	, where ik=1,2 ,3. The same
convention as above has been followed when we say that,
e.g., span0i1 ,GHZ	 indicates that only one vector belong-
ing to the class 0i1 is contained in W, the rest being all
GHZ and possibly W. In other words, in spani ,k	 it is
understood that i and k are those vectors in W with the
lowest degree of entanglement degeneracy, according to the
scale 0000ikGHZ,W.
1.W=span{000,000}
All cases leading to degenerate cases have been consid-
ered above. However, when W=span ,¯ ¯¯ 	, a well-
known entanglement class arises: namely, the GHZ class. We
choose nonsingular transformations F2 so that 0=F2 ,
1=F2 ¯  and similarly for F3,4. We choose also F1 so
that F1 v1F1 v2= ij
* −11−1 00 2−1 , where v j denotes
the left singular vectors of the coefficient matrix C	 of the
state 	C2 C2 C2 C2 and ij are the coefficients ex-
pressing the right singular vectors wk of C	 in terms of
 and ¯ ¯¯ : wi=i1 +i2 ¯ ¯¯ . Then, we can
write 7
CF1¯F4	 = ij* −11 00 2 
−11 00 2 

11* 0 0 0 0 0 0 12*
21
* 0 0 0 0 0 0 22
* 
= 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1  . 3
This matrix corresponds to the canonical state 0000
+ 1111—i.e., to the so-called GHZ state.
2.W=span{000,0123}
In general, in this case W=span111 , 2 22
+ 2¯ ¯ 2	. The degenerate case takes place when 1 and
2 are linearly dependent, driving us to the class 02W,
already stated above.
Thus, let us consider the case when 1 , 2	 are lin-
early independent. Now the two-dimensional subspace
span11 , 22+ ¯2¯ 2	 can be either of type
span00,00	 or of type span00,	:
i When span11 , 22+ ¯2¯ 2	=span00,00	, then
there exist linearly independent vectors , ¯ , , and
¯¯  such that wk=k1 +k2 ¯  
+ ¯¯ . Thus, it is immediate to realize that there exist
nonsingular transformations Fk, k=1,2 ,3 ,4, such that
CF1 ...F4	 = ij
* −11 00 2 
−11 00 2 

11* 0 0 0 12* 0 0 12*
21
* 0 0 0 22
* 0 0 22
* 
= 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 1 0 0 1  . 4
This canonical coefficient matrix corresponds to the state
0000+ 1100+ 1111.
ii When span11 , 22+ ¯2¯ 2	=span00,	,
then there exist vectors , ¯ , , ¯, , and ¯  such
that wk=k1 +k2 ¯  ¯ + ¯. Thus, it is im-
mediate to realize that there exist nonsingular transforma-
tions Fk, k=1,2 ,3 ,4, such that
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CF1 ...F4	 = ij
* −11 00 2 
−11 00 2 

11* 0 0 0 0 12* 12* 0
21
* 0 0 0 0 22
* 22
* 0 
= 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 1 1 0  . 5
This canonical coefficient matrix corresponds to the state
0000+ 1101+ 1110.
3.W=span{000,0213}
Although it is always possible to reproduce a similar ar-
gument to the one above, we will resort to permutation sym-
metry, thus leading to the degenerate class 03W already
stated and the genuine classes with canonical states given by
0000+ 1010+ 1111 and 0000+ 1011+ 1110.
4.W=span{000,0312}
With analogous arguments, in this case the degenerate
class is 04W already stated and the genuine classes are
identified by the canonical states given by 0000+ 1001
+ 1111 and 0000+ 1011+ 1101.
5.W=span{000,GHZ}
This class is highly richer than those above. In this case
W=span111 , 222+ ¯ 2¯2¯ 2	, with the restriction
that no product state other than 111 and no 0k state
belong toW otherwise we would be in one of the preceding
classes. We define now nonsingular transformations Fk
such that F2 2= 0, F2 ¯ 2= 1, and similarly for 2,
¯2, 2, and ¯ 2. We define also F1 such that
F1 v1F1 v2= ij
* −11−1 00 2−1 , with the same conven-
tions as above. Then, the canonical vector can be written as
11
0 + 1000 + 1111 . 6
The factor vectors , , and  are arbitrary up to the
restriction of not producing more than one 000 vector and no
0k vector inW. Although this recipe embraces all possible
cases, we will single out two different subsets within this
class: namely, i that of states leading to right singular sub-
spaces W with no W state in it—i.e., containing only one
product vector and GHZ vectors—and ii that of states lead-
ing to right singular subspacesW with at least one W vector
in it. Indeed, we will show that there will be either one or
two W vectors in W.
i The set of states leading toW containing no W vectors
is that identified by the canonical ones given by
001+ 1000+ 1111, 001+ 1000+ 1111 and 001
+ 1000+ 1111, with no restrictions upon the factor vectors.
Moreover, if we denote the components of  in the non-
necessarily orthonormal basis 2 , ¯ 2	 by 0 and 1 and
similarly for  and , then whenever 0000
= ±1110, there will also be a unique product vector,
the rest being all GHZ in the right singular vector of the
generic state 6.
This is proved resorting to theorem 1. We will illustrate
the calculation with the first canonical vector 001
+ 1000+ 1111, whose right singular subspace is spanned
by 01 and 12 000+
1
2 111. Thus, a generic vector inW
will be of the form 000+ 111+ 01, whose coeffi-
cient matrix is cf. Eqs. 1a–1c
C1 =  0 0* 1*0 0 0   . 7
For any values of k
* it is clear that rCi=2 for i=1,2 ,3
except for the trivial case =0. Then, if 1=0, rW1
=rW2=1; thus, it is a GHZ vector; if 10, rW1=2 and
rW2=1 and the spectrum of W1
−1W2 is never degenerate. It
is again a GHZ vector for any value of .
The other canonical vectors are handled in a similar fash-
ion, and they can additionally be obtained under permuta-
tions among qubits 2, 3, and 4. Among them we single out
the particular cases 0000+ 1101+ 0111, 0000+ 1011
+ 0111 and 0000+ 1110+ 0111, which can also be ob-
tained from those in the 0k classes by permutations among
the four qubits.
For the generic state 6, let us write, as explicitly sup-
posed, W=span , 000+ 111	, with no vector ,
, and  equal to 0 or 1. If we denote again by sub-
indices 0 and 1 the components of each vector , , and
 in the 0 , 1	 basis, then the coefficient matrix of a
generic vector in W will be
C = 000 +  001 010 011
100 101 110 111 + 
 ,
8
where no coefficient is null, as supposed. Then it should be
clear that rCi=2 for all i=1,2 ,3. Furthermore, since
det W1=011 and det W2=100, we will have
rW1=rW2=2 except for the trivial cases =0; thus,
we must check the degeneracy of the spectrum of W1
−1W2:
W1
−1W2 is degenerate whenever the discriminant of the
characteristic polynomial is null—i.e., whenever
trW1
−1W22−4 detW1
−1W2=0, which drives us to the con-
dition +000±1112=0, which immediately
yields the above stated conditions.
ii The set of states leading to W containing at least one
W vector comprises the rest of possibilites. To prove this
assertion we need to show that all possibilities forW having
no W vector has been already considered. The most generic
case occurs when W=span111 , 222+ ¯ 2¯2¯ 2	,
which we detach in the following particular cases.
a If 111= 222 , ¯ 2¯2¯ 2, then two 000 vectors
belong to W. This case is ruled out.
b If 111= 22 , ¯ 2¯2, with  2 , ¯ 2,
respectively, then there will be a 0k in W unless 
= ¯ 2 , 2, respectively. We give the proof for the first case.
Let 111= 22, with  2. A generic vector in
W will be of the form  22+222+ ¯ 2¯2¯ 2
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= 22 + 2+ ¯ 2¯2¯ 2. It is clear that, provided
that  and ¯ 2 are linearly independent, it is always pos-
sible to find  , such that  + ¯ 2=¯ ¯ 2, driving us
to a 03 vector in W, against the general hypothesis. By
symmetry, all other cases can be accounted for in a similar
fashion, leaving us with the cases that whenever two vectors
in  are equal to two vectors in 222 or ¯ 2¯2¯ 2,
then the other must be the third one corresponding to the
opposite. For instance, if 222= 000, ¯ 2¯2¯ 2= 111,
and 111= 00, it must be = 1.
c If 111= 2, with  2,  2, and
 ¯2¯ 2, use the same nonsingular Fk as in the generic
case 6 to arrive at the coefficient matrix for a general vector
in W:
00 +  01 10 110 0 0   , 9
with the above conditions translated as  0⇔10,
 0⇔10, and  11⇔ 0 ,00 simulta-
neously. It is then clear that except for the trivial cases
=0, rCi=2 for all i=1,2 ,3, rW1=2 and rW2=1.
The spectrum W2
−1W1 is degenerate only if 00+=0.
Thus there will be no W vector in W only when
00=0—i.e., when = 1 or = 1, which, going back
before the application of the nonsingular Fk, means that
1= ¯2 and 1= ¯ 2. By using x upon qubits 2, 3, and 4
the symmetric case 111= ¯ 2, with  ¯2,
 ¯ 2, and  22, is also included in this analy-
sis. By permutations among the qubits 2, 3, and 4 all preced-
ing cases are accounted for in a similar fashion.
d Finally the case 111= , with
 2 , ¯ 2,  2 , ¯2, and  2 , ¯ 2, drives
us, after application of the nonsingular Fk, to the coefficient
matrix 8, already accounted for.
No more options are left; thus, we have scrutinized all
possible W’s with structure span000,GHZ	.
6.W=span{000,W}
By span000,W	 we indicate that only one 000 vector and
W vectors belong to W. The generic case will be that ex-
pressed by W=span111 , 22¯ 2+ 2¯22
+ ¯ 222	. We will show that there will be no GHZ state in
W only if 111= 222, which after application of the
nonsingular transformations Fk will drive us to the canoni-
cal state 0001+ 0010+ 0100+ 1000—i.e., the W state
for four qubits. As before, we will be exhaustive.
a If 111= 22¯ 2 , 2¯22 , ¯ 222, then it is
clear that a 0k can be found in W against the general
hypothesis. This case is then ruled out.
b If 111= 22, with  ¯ 2, after application
of the nonsingular Fk, we obtain the coefficient matrix for a
generic vector in W:
0 1 +   0
 0 0 0  . 10
If 1+=0, then there will exist non-null  , such that a
03 vector will belong toW, against the hypothesis. Thus it
must be 1=0—i.e., = 0. Under this restriction and after
using theorem 1 upon the coefficient matrix 10, all vectors
will be of type W, since rCi=2 for all i=1,2 ,3,
rW1=2, rW2=1, and the spectrum W1
−1W2 is always
degenerate. By permutation symmetry the cases 111
= 22 , 22, with the corresponding restrictions, are
also considered in this analysis.
c If 111= 2¯ 2, a similar argument leads to the
coefficient matrix for a generic vector in W given by
0 0 +   01
 0 0 0  . 11
After application of theorem 1, it should be clear that it is
always possible to find non-null  , such that 11 corre-
sponds to a GHZ vector in W, against the hypothesis. By
permutation symmetry, the rest of cases with the 000 genera-
tor having two factors in common with some of components
of the W generator is also contained in this analysis.
d If 111= 1, with  2 , ¯2 and
 2 ,¯ 2, after a similar argument the coefficient matrix
of a generic vector in the right singular subspace will be
00 01 +  10 +  110 0 0   . 12
It should be clear that rCi=2 for all i=1,2 ,3. Now, if
10+010, there will always exist non-null  , such
that rW1=rW2=1, hence a GHZ vector, against the hy-
pothesis. On the contrary, if 10+01=0, then rW1=2
and rW2=1, but it is always possible to find non-null  ,
such that W1
−1W2 is nondegenerate; hence, GHZW. No-
tice that at most another W vector, apart from the generator,
can be found. By permutation symmetry and by using x
upon each qubit, the rest of cases in which the 000 generator
contains one common factor vector with the W generator is
also considered in this analysis.
e Finally, if 111= , with no common factor
vector with the W generator, a similar argument leads to the
coefficient matrix for a generic vector in the right singular
subspace given by
 000 001 +  010 +  011
100 +  101 110 111
 .
13
A systematic application of theorem 1 makes it clear that
there always exist  , such that this matrix corresponds to a
GHZ state, against the hypothesis.
7.W=span{0123,0123}
The generic case will be W=span11 , 22	,
where k denotes a bipartite entangled vector. Several
cases appear.
i When 1 and 2 are linearly dependent, then
W=  span1 , 2	, driving us to the already known
degenerate classes 0102, 02GHZ and 02W, respectively,
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when it adopts the structures span	, 
 span00,00	, and  span00,	. In the forthcoming
cases, we will then impose the linear independence of 1
and 2.
ii If 1 and 2 are linearly dependent, then W=C2
 , corresponding to the degenerate class 1234, as
stated above. Therefore, we will also impose the linear inde-
pendence of 1 and 2.
iii When span1 , 2	=span00,00	, then it is al-
ways possible to find linear independent factor vectors such
that  j=aj1 +aj2  ¯¯ , with aj1aj20. Defining nons-
ingular Fk such that F2a11 1= 0,
F2a21 2= 1, F3= 0, F3¯= 1, F4
= 0, F4¯ = 1, and F1 as in preceding cases, we obtain
the canonical matrix
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 1 0 0 2  , 14
where we have defined i

ai2
*
ai1
* . This matrix corresponds to
the canonical state 0000+ 1100+1 0011+2 1111,
with 12.
iv When span1 , 2	=span00,	, then it is al-
ways possible to find linear independent factor vectors such
that  j=aj1 +aj2¯ + ¯, with aj1aj20. Defin-
ing nonsingular Fk such that F2a11 1= 0,
F2a21 2= 1, F3= 0, F3¯= 1, F4
= 0, F4¯ = 1, and F1 as in preceding cases, we obtain
the canonical matrix
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 1 2 2 0  , 15
where we have defined i

ai2
*
ai1
* . This matrix corresponds to
the canonical state 0000+ 1100+1 0001+1 0010
+2 1101+2 1110, with 12.
All possible cases have been considered. Furthermore, no-
tice that several states obtained by permutations involving
qubit 1 in preceding cases are enclosed in this class. This
will also happen in forthcoming classes: some permutations
involving qubit 1 usually involve a change of entanglement
class, although the general structure of the canonical state
shows permutation symmetry 12.
8.W=spanˆ0123,0213‰
The generic case is given by W=span11 , 222
+ ¯ 22¯ 2	. Two possibilities arise.
i span1 , 22	=span00,00	=span22 ,
¯2¯
¯
2	, where the double overbar also indicates linear
independence with respect to 2, although possible
linear dependence with ¯ 2. Then a generic vector in
W will be given by  1a 22+b  ¯2¯
¯
2+222
+ ¯ 22¯ 2,with
ab0. Defining nonsingular Fk such that F22= 0,
F2¯ 2= 1, F32= 0, F3 ba  ¯2= 1, F42
= 0, F4¯ 2= 1, and F1 as in preceding cases, we ob-
tain the canonical vector 000+ 01+ 1000+ 1101,
with the restrictions that 0 and  0,1, simulta-
neously otherwise we would be reconsidering previous
classes. With the use of x upon qubit 4, we are also em-
bracing the case in which span1 , 2¯ 2	=span00,00	
=span2¯ 2 , ¯2¯
¯
2	, where now the double overbar de-
notes linear independence with respect to ¯ 2.
ii span1 , 22	=span00,	=span22 , 2¯
¯
2
+ ¯22	, with the same convention as before for the double
overbar. Expressing 1=a 22+b2¯
¯
2+ ¯22 and
with a similar argument as the preceding case, we arrive at
the canonical state 00+ 010+ 1000+ 1101, with
the restrictions that 0 and  0,1, simultaneously
otherwise we would be reconsidering previous classes. By
using x upon qubit 4, we are also considering the case
span1 , 2¯ 2	=span00,	.
9.W=span{0123,0312}
Although this case can also be analyzed with similar ar-
guments, we will use permutation symmetry among qubits 2
and 3 in the case span0123,0213	 to arrive at the canoni-
cal states 000+ 01+ 1000+ 1110 and 00
+ 001+ 1000+ 1110.
10.W=span{0213,0213}
Under permutation symmetry between qubits 2 and 3 in
the case span0123,0123	, we rapidly find two genuinely
entangled canonical states—namely, 0000+ 1010
+1 0101+2 1111 and 0000+ 1010+1 0101
+1 0001+2 1011+2 1110—and one degenerate ca-
nonical state of type 1324 apart from the already consid-
ered.
11.W=span{0213,0312}
Under permutation symmetry between qubits 2 and 4 in
the case span0123,0312	 we rapidly find two genuinely
entangled canonical states: namely, 000+ 01+ 1000
+ 1101 and 00+ 001+ 1000+ 1101.
12.W=span{0312,0312}
Under permutation symmetry between qubits 2 and 4 in
the case span0123,0123	, we rapidly find two genuinely
entangled canonical states—namely, 0000+ 1001
+1 0110+2 1111 and 0000+ 1001+1 0010
+1 0100+2 1011+2 1101—and one degenerate ca-
nonical state of type 1423 apart from that already consid-
ered.
13.W=span{0123,GHZ}
The generic case will be of the form W
=span11 , 222+ ¯ 2¯2¯ 2	. Finding nonsingular
transformations Fi as before, we can write W
=span , 000+ 111	. A generic vector in W will then
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be of the form  +000+ 111. The restrictions on
 and  thus on 1 and 1 will be that no other 0ik
must belong to W. For instance, a particular restriction will
be that span00,11	, since otherwise =a 00
+b 11, ab0, and then a generic state inW will adopt the
form a + 0 00+ b + 1 11. It is always
possible to find non-null  , such that the preceding state is
a 0123 vector different to —i.e., another 0123 vector:
we would be in the span0123,0123	 case. The canonical
state will be given by 0+ 1000+ 1111.
14.W=span{0213,GHZ}
By permutation symmetry between qubits 2 and 4, the
canonical state will be 0243+ 1000+ 1111, where the
first factor denotes an entangled state between qubits 2 and 4
and two factor states involving state 1 and 3.
15.W=span{0312,GHZ}
By permutation symmetry between qubits 2 and 3, the
canonical state will be 0234+ 1000+ 1111, where the
first factor denotes an entangled state between qubits 2 and 3
and two factor states involving state 1 and 4.
16.W=span{0123,W}
By W=span0123,W	 it is meant that only one degen-
erate tripartite vector of type 0123 belongs toW, all the rest
being of type W. It is immediate to prove that this is
impossible—i.e., that there is always possible to find a GHZ
vector in W. The generic case will be given by W
=span111 , 22¯ 2+ 2¯22+ ¯ 222	. Defining
Fk so that F2 2= 0, F2 ¯ 2= 1 and similarly for k
=3,4 and using the same F1 as in preceding cases, the
coefficient matrix for a generic 13 vector +000
+ 111 in W will be
 000 001 +  010 +  011
100 +  101 110 111
 . 16
Now there is a continuous range of values C such that
rCi=2. Focus upon the set of which such that det W20
again a continuous range of them; then, it is clear that the
spectrum of W2
−1W1 will be in general nondegenerate, driving
us to a GHZ vector. Thus we are in fact in the case
span0123,GHZ	.
17.W=span{0213,W}
By permutation symmetry the same analysis as in the pre-
ceding case allows us to conclude that we are in the
span0213,GHZ	 case.
18.W=span{0312,W}
By permutation symmetry the same analysis as in the pre-
ceding case allows us to conclude that we are in the
span0312,GHZ	 case.
19.W=span{GHZ ,W}
In this class there exist no degenerate tripartite vectors;
i.e., all of them are either of type GHZ or of type W. With the
same arguments as before, the canonical state is found to be
of the form 1+ 1¯ ¯¯ + 0001+ 0010+ 0100,
where the product vectors , ¯ , , ¯, , and ¯  are
restricted to produce no degenerate state in W.
20.W=span{GHZ ,GHZ}
The notation is meant to describe the situation in which
only GHZ vectors are contained in W. Apart for particular
instances in which a degenerate tripartite vector may appear
as a linear combination of both GHZ generators which we
rule out, since they have been already dealt with, we will
show that there will always exist at least one W vector inW.
The generic case is given by span111
+ ¯ 1¯1¯ 1 , 222+ ¯ 2¯2¯ 2	. Then, after defining nons-
ingular transformations Fk in a similar fashion as in all
preceding cases, the coefficient matrix for a generic vector in
W will be given by
TABLE I. Genuine entanglement classes for four qubits.
Class W Canonical states Name Proposed notation
span000,000	 0000+ 1111 GHZ W000,000
span000,0k	 0000+ 1100+ 1111 W000,0k
0000+ 1101+ 1110
span000,GHZ	 0+ 1000+ 1111 W000,GHZ
span000,W	 1000+ 0100+ 0010+ 0001 W W000,W
span0k ,0k	 0000+ 1100+1 0011+2 1111 	4 W0k,0k
0000+ 1100+1 0001+1 0010+2 1101
+2 1110
span0i ,0 j	 000+ 01+ 1000+ 1101 W0i,0 j
00+ 010+ 1000+ 1101
span0k ,GHZ	 0+ 1000+ 1111 W0k,GHZ
spanGHZ,W	 0001+ 0010+ 0100+ 1+ 1¯ ¯¯  WGHZ,W
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000 + ¯ 0¯0¯ 0 +  001 + ¯ 0¯0¯ 1 010 + ¯ 0¯1¯ 0 011 + ¯ 0¯1¯ 1
100 + ¯ 1¯0
¯
0 101 + ¯ 1¯0
¯
1 110 + ¯ 1¯1
¯
0 111 + ¯ 1¯1
¯
1 + 
 . 17
There is a continuous range of values  such that rCi
=2 for all i=1,2 ,3. Focus upon the set of which such that
rW1=2; then, there will always exist a value * such that
W1
−1W2 is degenerate * is the solution to the equation
W1
−1W2=0, where A denotes the discriminant of the
characteristic polynomial of the matrix A. We are then al-
ways in the case spanGHZ,W	.
21.W=span{W,W}
The notation is meant to describe the situation in which
only W vectors are contained in W. Apart for particular in-
stances in which a degenerate tripartite vector may appear as
a linear combination of both W generators which we rule
out, since they have been already dealt with, we will show
that there will always exist at least one GHZ vector in W.
The generic case is given by span11¯ 1
+ 1¯11 , ¯ 111 , 22¯ 2+ 2¯22 , ¯ 222	. Then,
after defining nonsingular transformations Fk in a similar
fashion as in all preceding cases, the coefficient matrix for a
genericvector in W will be given by
00¯ 0 + 0¯00 + ¯ 000 00¯ 1 +0¯01 +¯ 001 + 01¯ 0 +0¯10 +¯ 010 + 01¯ 1 +0¯11 +¯ 011
10
¯
0 +1¯00 +¯ 100 + 10
¯
1 + 1¯01 + ¯ 101 11
¯
0 + 1¯10 + ¯ 110 11
¯
1 +1¯11 +¯ 111
 .
18
There is a continuous range of vales  such that rCi
=2 for all i=1,2 ,3. Focus upon the set of which such that
rW2=2; then, there will always exist values * such that
W1
−1W2 is nondegenerate * is not the solution to the
equation W2
−1W1=0, where A denotes the discriminant
of the characteristic polynomial of the matrix A. We are then
always in the case spanGHZ,W	, too.
C. Counting entanglement classes
The preceding classification of states under the SLOCC
criterion reveals a block structure for the entire state space
C24, with a continuous range of nonequivalent vectors in-
side each block except for some of them. Considering each
block as an entanglement class itself, then we have found 18
degenerate and 16 genuine classes—i.e., a total of 34 en-
tanglement classes.
Furthermore, taking into account permutation symmetry
among the four qubits, indeed we have proven that four qu-
bits can be entangled in eight inequivalent ways. This is in
apparent contradiction to the result found in 8, where four
qubits are claimed to be entangled in nine possible ways. A
closer look at this work reveals that one of the blocks in that
classification contains no genuinely entangled vector:
namely the class L031¯031 with canonical state 0000
+ 0111. We would like to express our conviction that this
difference stems from a distinct way of counting or consid-
ering entanglement classes. We believe ours shows a greater
agreement with the philosophy of the seminal paper by Dür
et al. 6. Thus we have proven the following.
Theorem 2. Let 	 be a genuinely entangled four-partite
pure state. Then 	 belongs to one of the following eight
genuine entanglement classes and is equivalent to some of its
canonical vectors, according to Table I:
The canonical vectors obtained by permutation among qu-
bits 2, 3, and 4 have been omitted in each entry. Restrictions
upon the range of the free parameters in each class amounts
to not producing a precedent structure for the right singular
subspace W.
Names should be given to all classes. A systematic nota-
tion for these classes could possibly be Wi,j, where the
subindices indicate the generators of W. In this convention
GHZ=W000,000, W=W000,W, and 	4=W01,01. However, a
further discrimination referring to the particular canonical
state must be explicitly stated.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have given the classification of entangled states of
four qubits under stochastic local operations and classical
communication using the inductive approach introduced in
7. This approach is based on the analysis of the structure of
the right singular subspaceW of the coefficient matrix of the
state in a product basis according to the entanglement classes
for three qubits.
Agreeing to consider each structure of W as a single en-
tanglement class, we have found 18 degenerate and 16 genu-
ine classes total of 34 classes, where permutation is explic-
itly included in the counting. Taking into account the
permutation among the qubits, eight genuine classes can be
considered, compiled in Table I. As expected, in most of the
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classes a continuous range of strictly nonequivalent states is
contained, although with similar structure.
This result allows us to predict that there will be at most
765 entanglement classes permutation included for
5-partite systems: 595 at most genuine and 170 at most de-
generate cf. 7. No doubt, this classification stands up as a
formidable task that our inductive method may help to
elucidate.
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